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A TOPOS THEORETIC NOTION OF ENTROPY
CARMEN MARIA CONSTANTIN, ANDREAS DO¨RING
Abstract. In the topos approach to quantum theory, the spectral presheaf plays the role
of the state space of a quantum system. We show how a notion of entropy can be defined
within the topos formalism using the equivalence between states and measures on the spec-
tral presheaf. We show how this construction unifies Shannon and von Neumann entropy as
well as classical and quantum Renyi entropies. The main result is that from the knowledge
of the contextual entropy of a quantum state of a finite-dimensional system, one can (math-
ematically) reconstruct the quantum state, i.e., the density matrix, if the Hilbert space is of
dimension 3 or greater. We present an explicit algorithm for this state reconstruction and
relate our result to Gleason’s theorem.
1. Introduction
It has been argued that Quantum Mechanics can be understood in a more natural way as
a theory about the possibilities and impossibilities of information transfer and processing, as
opposed to a theory about the mechanics of nonclassical waves or particles [24–27]. Therefore
understanding the representation and manipulation of information can help us shed light on
the fundamental structure of both classical and quantum theories and it can lead to fresh
insights about the essential differences between these two.
The concept of entropy plays an important role within Information Theory. For classi-
cal systems, Shannon entropy [22] is typically used, for quantum systems, von Neumann
entropy [21]. Several generalizations of these have already been considered [28, 29]. It is
interesting to ask how much information about a quantum state can be encoded using Shan-
non and von Neumann entropies, and in particular how much information can be encoded
by simultaneously considering all classical perspectives on a given state and their associated
classical entropies.
This leads us to define a new notion of contextual entropy which unifies Shannon and
von Neumann entropy using topos theoretic formalism. The ingredients required for this
construction were initially introduced in the context of the topos approach to quantum me-
chanics by Chris Isham and Jeremy Butterfield, and later developed by Chris Isham and
Andreas Do¨ring. One of the aims of the programme was to introduce a new mathematical
framework in which to express quantum mechanics in a way that was structurally similar to
classical mechanics. So far at the most basic level, physical theories have been formulated
within the mathematical universe of sets and functions. The universe of sets and functions
is one example of a topos. However, more general universes (or topoi) do exist and many
physical structures such as states, observables and propositions about these, can be formu-
lated in a natural way within these generalised settings. This reformulation hopes to offer a
fresh insight into the structural fabric of physical reality.
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One of the main ideas underpinning the topos formalism is that one might hope to obtain
a complete description of a quantum system by looking at that system from all possible
classical perspectives, and keeping track of the information obtained in this way. This is
also one of the main ideas behind the present approach to give a contextual definition of
entropy: we try to give a definition that takes into account all classical perspectives on
a quantum state at the same time. Moreover our definition does not directly depend on
the interpretation of states as density matrices within the usual Hilbert space formalism of
quantum mechanics, but we define entropy on the set of finitely additive probability measures
on a certain non-commutative space, the so-called spectral presheaf. Andreas Do¨ring has
shown [5] using Gleason’s theorem that this set of measures is in fact equivalent to the set
of states.
We show here that von Neumann entropy, which characterises quantum states up to
unitary equivalence, appears within a certain classical context. Moreover, we show that con-
textual entropy, which is the collection of Shannon entropies associated with all the available
classical perspectives on a quantum state, contains enough information to completely recon-
struct the quantum state.
Contextual entropy therefore provides a mathematical encoding of quantum states based
on the information theoretical concept of entropy. As such it is a step towards an information-
theoretic characterisation of quantum states.
In Section 3 we show how a measure on the spectral presheaf (i.e. a state) gives us a
canonical probability distribution in each classical context, and how it is therefore possible
to associate a Shannon entropy to each classical ’perspective’ on a state. Contextual entropy
is defined in terms of this collection of Shannon entropies, which are shown to form a global
section of a certain real-number presheaf. We also show how one can retrieve the von
Neumann entropy of a state from such a global section. This confirms our expectation that
entropy within the topos approach should ’look’ like Shannon entropy from each classical
perspective, but one should also be able to retrieve the quantum mechanical von Neumann
entropy by taking into account all perspectives at the same time. In fact, one can do
even more than this, and we show that contextual entropy encodes enough information to
explicitly reconstruct the quantum state from which it originated. This argument relies on a
powerful result known as the Schur-Horn Lemma. One of its advantages is that it provides
us with us a new insight into Gleason’s theorem. This is discussed in Section 3.7.
In Section 3.3.3 we make a comparison between Shannon, von Neumann and contex-
tual entropies. This allows us to observe, for example, that one of the differences between
Shannon and von Neumann entropies (the property of being monotone) is precisely due to
contextuality, although this idea is not explicitly taken into account into the definition of
these two entropies.
Finally, in Section 4 we show that it is possible to adapt other classical entropies within the
formalism of the topos approach, given that they satisfy a certain weak recursivity property.
We will show how Renyi entropies can be defined within the topos formalism, and moreover
we will see that contextual Renyi entropies also encode sufficient information to allow for
state reconstruction.
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2. Background
2.1. The spectral presheaf. The spectral presheaf is a central object in the topos approach
to quantum theory. It was introduced by Isham and Butterfield [12–15] and later used by
Isham and Do¨ring [6–9]. Within the topos approach, the spectral presheaf associated with
the von Neumann algebra of physical quantities/observables of a quantum system is the
analogue of the state space of a classical system. The idea behind this construction is
that we can hope to obtain a complete picture of a quantum system (described by a non-
commutative von Neumann algebra N) by fitting together all the classical perspectives on
that system in a consistent way.
We call a commutative subalgebra of N a context and we assume that every context
contains the identity operator 1. Von Neuman’s double commutant construction establishes a
bijective correspondence between commutative subalgebras of a type I von Neumann algebra
and pairwise orthogonal families of projections which add up to the identity. Such families
are usually used in quantum mechanics to describe projective measurements. Thus every
commutative subalgebra V can be expressed in a cannonical way as V = {P1, . . . , Pn}′′.
Therefore a context can be interpreted as being the family of projections onto eigenspaces
of any observable of the form A =
∑k
i=1 aiPi. Observables that can be measured simulta-
neously are represented by self-adjoint operators that can be diagonalized simultaneously,
hence they have a joint set of eigenspaces. A context corresponds precisely to such a col-
lection of eigenspaces and as such it corresponds to a family of simultaneously measurable
observables. This allows us to also interpret a context as a ‘classical perspective’ on the
quantum system.
The set of all contexts, minus the trivial one: V0 = C1, is denoted by V(N). This is a
partially ordered set under inclusion, and as such it forms a category. The objects of the
context category are the contexts themselves, while the arrows are the inclusion maps.
Definition 2.1. The spectral presheaf ΣN of a given von Neumann algebra N is the
following contravariant functor from the category V(N) to the category of sets:
a) on objects: for all V ∈ V(N), let ΣNV be the Gelfand spectrum of V , i.e. the set of
multiplicative positive linear functionals of norm one, or equivalently, the set of pure
states on V , equipped with the weak-* topology
b) on arrows: for all inclusions iV V ′ : V
′ ↪→ V , let ΣN(iV V ′) : ΣNV → ΣNV ′ be the
function that sends each pure state f to its restriction f |V ′ to the smaller algebra.
This function is well-known to be continuous and surjective.
When no confusion arises we will simply write Σ instead of ΣN .
The projections of a von Neumann algebra N stand for propositions of the form ”Aε∆”,
that is propositions of the form ”the physical quantity A, which is represented by the self-
adjoint operator A ∈ N , has a value in the set Borel set ∆”. More precisely, each projection
corresponds to an equivalence class of such propositions.
If we take a commutative subalgebra V of N , every state f ∈ SpecV of V gives us a way
to assign truth values to propositions which involve quantities represented by self-adjoint
operators from V . Any such f can take only one of the two values 0, 1 when applied to a
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projection P ∈ V , since
f(P ) = f(P 2) = f(P )f(P )
So we can assign to those propositions which correspond to the projection P the value true
if f(P ) = 1, and false if f(P ) = 0. We know from the Kochen-Specker theorem that it would
not possible to make such truth-value assignments for the projections of the non-commutative
algebra N (unless N was a type I2-algebra).
The projections in a commutative von Neumann algebra V correspond bijectively to clopen
subsets of SpecV :
Proposition 2.2. If P(V ) is the lattice of all projections in V and Cl(SpecV ) is the lattice
of clopen subsets of SpecV , then the map
αV : P(V )→ Cl(SpecV )
P 7→ SP := {f ∈ SpecV | f(P ) = 1}
is a lattice isomorphism.
Proof: It is easy to check that SP is indeed a clopen subset of SpecV . We have
S = P
−1
((
1
2
,∞
))
and so S is open. Similarly
SpecV \S = P−1
((
−∞, 1
2
))
and so SpecV \S is open, hence S is closed.
Since the Gelfand representation is a *-isomorphism for unital commutative algebras, αV
must be a bijective map. 
We have seen that for a ‘classical part’ of a quantum system described by a commutative
algebra V there is a correspondence between propositions, or rather the projections which
represent them, and clopen subsets of the Gelfand spectrum of the algebra V . Next we will
see that for quantum systems (as a whole) there is an analogous correspondence between
propositions and clopen sub-objects of the spectral presheaf.
The collection of all contexts of a non-commutative von Neumann algebra N can be
understood as the collection of all classical perspectives on a quantum system. As we have
mentioned before, the idea behind the spectral presheaf is to characterise a quantum system
by taking into account all the classical perspectives at the same time. In order to do this, we
need to adapt every proposition about the whole quantum system to each possible classical
context. That is, given a proposition ”Aε∆” and its representing projection P , we want
to choose for every context V the strongest proposition implied by ”Aε∆” which can be
made from the perspective of that context. For projections, this is equivalent to taking the
smallest projection in any context V that is larger or equal to P :
δo(P )V :=
∧
{Q ∈ P(V ) | Q ≥ P}
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If P ∈ P(V ), the above approximation will simply be equal to P . We will call the original
proposition ”Aε∆” the global proposition, while a proposition ”BεΓ” corresponding to the
projection δo(P )V will be called a local proposition.
From the family of projections (δo(P )V )V ∈V(N) we can obtain a family of clopen subsets
of the Gelfand spectra (SpecV )V ∈V(N) by choosing for every V the subset
Sδo(P )V = αV (δ
o(P )V ) ⊆ SpecV
These subsets behave nicely under the restriction mappings of the spectral presheaf Σ and
so we can give the following definition.
Definition 2.3. The daseinisation of a projection P is the subobject (or equivalently,
the subpresheaf) δ(P ) of the spectral presheaf Σ given by the collection (Sδo(P )V )V ∈V(N) of
clopen subsets, together with the restriction mappings between them.
The daseinisation δ(P ) of a projection P representing the proposition ”Aε∆” can be seen
as the analogue of the measurable subset f−1A (∆) of the state space of a classical system. We
say that δ(P ) is the representative of the global proposition ”Aε∆”.
The daseinisation δ(Pψ) of a projection Pψ which projects onto the ray spanned by the
vector ψ is called the pseudo-state associated to ψ. It is the analogue of a point in the state
space of a classical system. It is important to note that the pseudo-states are not global
elements of Σ. In fact, global elements of a presheaf are the category-theoretical analogues
of points. Isham and Butterfield have observed [12] that the Kochen-Specker theorem is
equivalent to the fact that the spectral presheaf has no global elements. A global element
γ of Σ would pick one γV ∈ ΣV for each context V such that, whenever V ′ ⊂ V , one
would have γV |V ′ = γV ′ . Each γV assigns values to all physical quantities described by
self-adjoint operators A in V by evaluation, i.e., by simply forming γV (A). If A is contained
in different commutative subalgebras V, V˜ , then it is also contained in V ′ := V ∩ V˜ , and
γV (A) = γV ′(A) = γV˜ (A), so the defining condition of the global element γ guarantees that
A is assigned the same value in every context. Since every self-adjoint operator is contained
in some commutative subalgebra V , a global element γ of Σ would provide a consistent
assignment of values to all self-adjoint operators. But the Kochen-Specker theorem precisely
shows that this is impossible, hence such global elements γ cannot exist.
Pseudo-states however are minimal sub-objects in a suitable sense: they come from rank-
1 projections, the smallest non-trivial projections, and daseinisation is order-preserving,
so pseudo-states are the smallest non-trivial sub-objects of Σ that can be obtained from
daseinisation. Hence, pseudo-states are ‘as close to points as possible’.
Definition 2.4. A subobject S of the spectral presheaf Σ such that for each V ∈ V(N) the
component SV is a clopen subset of ΣV is called a clopen subobject.
Note that all sub-objects obtained from the daseinisation of projections are clopen. The
sub-objects of the spectral presheaf are the quantum analogues of subsets of the phase space
in classical physics. The collection of all sub-objects of the spectral presheaf can be turned
into a complete Heyting algebra (and hence also a frame) by defining suitable meet and join
operations.
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Definition 2.5. If S1 and S2 are two sub-objects of the spectral presheaf, their join is defined
by stagewise unions in the following way:
(S1 ∨ S2)V = S1V ∪ S2V
Similarly, their meet is given by stagewise intersections:
(S1 ∧ S2)V = S1V ∩ S2V
We denote the collection of all sub-objects of the spectral presheaf by Sub(Σ). It can be
seen as the analogue of the power set of the state space of a classical system.
One can prove that the clopen sub-objects of the spectral presheaf Σ also form a complete
Heyting algebra under stagewise meet and join operations. We will denote this algebra by
Subcl(Σ). This can be seen as the analogue of the collection of measurable subsets of the
state space of a classical system.
2.2. States as measures on the spectral presheaf. In general, a state on a von Neumann
algebra is a positive linear functional of unit norm on that algebra. Given such a state, we can
associate to it a certain measure on the corresponding spectral presheaf. This construction
was explored in detail by Do¨ring, who also showed that measures on the spectral presheaf
can be defined without reference to states and moreover that from each abstractly defined
measure a unique state can be reconstructed [5]. We give a brief overview of these ideas
below.
In classical physics states are represented by probability measures on state space, and pure
states are represented by Dirac measures. A probability measure assigns a number between
0 and 1 to each measurable subset of state space. Within the topos approach the role of the
state space is played by the spectral presheaf, and so in analogy with classical mechanics we
would like states to be represented by probability measures on (clopen subobjects of) the
spectral presheaf. However, since subobjects of the spectral presheaf are not simply sets,
but collections of sets, we can not expect the values taken by the measure to be given by
single numbers. Instead we would expect to obtain a collection of such numbers, one for
each context of the algebra which represents our system. With this in mind we give the
following definitions of real number objects and their global sections, which will be essential
to our discussion.
Definition 2.6. Given a von Neumann algebra N and its associated poset of abelian subalge-
bras V(N), let ↓ V := {W ∈ V(N) |W ⊆ V } denote the down-set of a context V ∈ V(N).The
presheaf R is defined
• on objects: RV = {f :↓ V → R | f is order reversing }
• on arrows: for iV ′V : V ′ ↪→ V , R(iV ′V ) : R→ R is given by
R(iV ′V )(f) := f |↓V ′
Note that this presheaf lives in the same topos as ΣN . However, we do not explicitly specify
this topos, by indicating the base category, when discussing this and similar real-number
presheaves. It is usually clear from the context, which base category we are using.
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A global section of this presheaf can be regarded as an order-reversing function from the
partially ordered set V(N) to the real numbers equipped with the usual ordering.
The presheaf defined above plays an important role within the topos approach, and is
discussed extensively in [8, 10]. However, when defining measures we will only use a sub-
presheaf of this real-number presheaf, which we denote by [0, 1]. Later on, when we will
introduce the notion of entropy we will encounter a closely related presheaf, [0. lnn], where
n (this time finite) denotes the dimension of the algebra corresponding to our system. In
this case global sections will be equivalent to order-preserving functions from V(N) to the
real number interval [0, lnn].
Definition 2.7. Given a von Neumann algebra N , a measure on its associated spectral
presheaf Σ is a mapping
µ : Subcl(Σ) −→ Γ[0, 1]
S = (SV )V ∈V(N) 7−→ µ(S) : V(N)→ [0, 1]
V 7→ µ(SV )
which satisfies the following conditions:
(1) µ(Σ) = 1V(N)
(2) for all S1, S2 ∈ Subcl(Σ), it holds that
µ(S1 ∨ S2) + µ(S1 ∧ S2) = µ(S1) + µ(S2)
where the addition, just like the meet and the join for sub-objects, is defined as a stagewise
operation.
These conditions also imply that µ(0) = 0, where 0 is the subobject of Σ which assigns the
empty set to each context.
Note we have abused notation slightly in the above definition by writing µ both for the
measure and for its contextual components.
In this text we will mostly be concerned with a particular type of von Neumann algebras,
the algebras of bounded linear operators on finite dimensional Hilbert spaces (i.e. matrix
algebras). For these algebras the unit norm positive linear functionals can be identified with
the density matrices: to each density matrix ρ ∈Mn, we can associate the functional
A 7−→ Tr(ρA), ∀A ∈Mn
and moreover every positive linear functional of unit norm is of this form in the finite
dimensional setting. With this in mind, when talking about matrix algebras we shall refer
to the density matrices as states on those algebras.
Definition 2.8. Given a state ρ on the matrix algebra Mn, it is straightforward to define its
associated measure:
µρ : Subcl(Σ
Mn) −→ Γ[0, 1]
S = (SV )V ∈V(Mn) 7−→ µρ(S) : V(Mn)→ [0, 1]
V 7→ Tr(ρPSV )
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where PSV = α
−1
V (SV ).
One can easily check that the function µρ(S) is order reversing and that µρ satisfies the
two properties required in the definition of a measure. This is explicitly done in [5].
On the other hand, an abstract measure on the spectral presheaf associated to any given
algebra N , determines a unique state of N , provided N contains no direct summand of
typeI2. The proof of this rather surprising result uses a generalized version of Gleason’s
theorem, which can be found in [18].
Definition 2.9. A finitely additive probability measure m on the projections of a von Neu-
mann algebra N is a map
m : P(N)→ [0, 1]
such that m(I) = 1 and if P and Q are orthogonal projections then
m(P ∨Q) = m(P +Q) = m(P ) +m(Q)
Theorem 2.10 (Gleason). Each finitely additive probability measure on the projections of
a von Neumann algebra without type I2 summands, can be uniquely extended to a state on
that algebra.
Using this powerful result we can show that each measure on the spectral presheaf uniquely
determines a state on the corresponding algebra by showing that such a measure determines
a unique finitely additive probability measure on the projections of the respective algebra.
This has been done by Do¨ring in [5], and we will reproduce his proof in the remainder of
this section.
Given a measure µ on the spectral presheaf Σ associated to some von Neumann algebra
N , let S be a clopen subobject of Σ. From Proposition 2.2 we know that for each context
V there exists an isomorphism αV between P(V ) and Cl(ΣV ). If P = α−1V (SV ) we define
m(P ) = µ(S)(V ) = µ(SV )
We have to show that this does not depend on the choice of the subobject S and the context
V , i.e. we must show that if S˜ is another subobject of Σ and V˜ is a context such that
α−1V (SV ) = α
−1
V˜
(S˜V˜ ) then µ(SV ) = µ(S˜V˜ ). For this we will need two intermediate results.
Lemma 2.11. If S is a clopen subobject of Σ and V ′ ⊆ V are two contexts such that P is
contained in both V and V ′ and α−1V (SV ) = α
−1
V ′ (SV ′) = P , then µ((SV ) = µ((SV ′).
Proof: Since the maximal projection I is contained in every context, it follows that I−P ∈
V ′, V . Let Sc be another clopen subobject such that
α−1V (S
c
V ) = α
−1
V ′ (S
c
V ′) = I − P
Such a subobject certainly exists: δ(I − P ), for example, satisfies the above property.
Since every α is a lattice isomorphism, we have
(S ∧ Sc)V = 0V = ∅ , (S ∧ Sc)V ′ = 0V ′ = ∅
(S ∨ Sc)V = ΣV , (S ∨ Sc)V ′ = ΣV ′
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Using the two defining properties of a measure µ we obtain
1 = µ(Σ)(V )
= µ(S ∨ Sc)(V )
= µ(S)(V ) + µ(Sc)(V )− µ(S ∧ Sc)(V )
Since the last term vanishes we obtain that µ(S)(V ) + µ(Sc)(V ) = 1. Similarly, we can
also deduce that µ(S)(V ′) + µ(Sc(V ′) = 1. But µ(S) : V(N) → [0, 1] is an order-reversing
function, hence
µ(S)(V ′) ≥ µ(S)(V )
µ(Sc)(V ′) ≥ µ(Sc)(V )
This implies that in fact µ(S)(V ′) = µ(S)(V ) and µ(Sc)(V ′) = µ(Sc)(V ), which completes
our proof. 
Lemma 2.12. If S and S˜ are two subobjects which coincide at V , i.e. if SV = S˜V , then
µ(S)(V ) = µ(S˜)(V ).
Proof: From the second defining property of a measure µ we obtain that
µ(S)(V ) + µ(S˜)(V ) = µ(S ∨ S˜)(V ) + µ(S ∧ S˜)(V )
= µ((S ∨ S˜)V ) + µ((S ∧ S˜)V )
= µ(SV ∪ S˜V ) + µ(SV ∩ S˜V )
= µ(SV ) + µ(SV )
= µ(S)(V ) + µ(S)(V )
Which implies that µ(S)(V ) = µ(S˜)(V ). 
Now assume that S and S˜ are two clopen subobjects of Σ and V and V˜ are two contexts
such that SV and S˜V˜ correspond to the same projection P ∈ V, V˜ . Then we must have that
P also belongs to V ∩ V˜ . We know that the clopen subobject δ(P ) coincides with S at V
and it also coincides with S˜ at V˜ . Moreover, δ(P )
V ∩V˜ ⊆ ΣV ∩V˜ and α
−1
V ∩V˜ (δ(P )V ∩V˜ ) = P .
From the previous two lemmas we obtain that
µ(S)(V ) = µ(δ(P ))(V )
= µ(δ(P ))(V ∩ V˜ )
= µ(δ(P ))(V˜ )
= µ(S˜)(V˜ )
This shows that the value m(P ) = µ(S)(V ) is well defined. For any V , the projection
corresponding to ΣV is the maximal projection, I. So from the first defining property of a
measure µ, we must have
m(I) = µ(Σ)(V ) = 1
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Finally, let P and Q be two orthogonal projections and let V be a context that contains both
P and Q. Let SP and SQ be two subobjects such that α−1V (S
P
V ) = P and α
−1
V (S
Q
V ) = Q.
Then (SP ∨ SQ)V corresponds to P ∨Q and we obtain
m(P ∨Q) = µ(SP ∨ SQ)(V )(1)
= µ(SP )(V ) + µ(SQ)(V ) + µ(SP ∧ SQ)(V )(2)
= µ(SP )(V ) + µ(SQ)(V )(3)
= m(P ) +m(Q)(4)
This shows that the map m : P → [0, 1] is indeed a finitely additive probability measure,
and so from the generalised version of Gleason’s theorem we know that m extends to a
unique state ρm of the algebra N .
In particular this implies that when the algebra N is a finite dimensional matrix algebra
there is a bijective correspondence between density matrices and measures on the corre-
sponding spectral presheaf.
3. Contextual entropy
3.1. Measures and partial traces. We saw that, given a measure µ on the clopen sub-
objects of a spectral presheaf, if we fix a subobject S of Σ we obtain a map from V(N) to
[0, 1]. We can adopt a different perspective and instead of looking at a fixed subobject we
can look at a fixed context V . There is a lattice isomorphism αV between the projections in
V and the clopen subsets of ΣV . Hence from µ we can also obtain a map
µ|
V
: P(V ) −→ [0, 1]
P 7−→ µ(SP )
where SP = αV (P ) ⊆ ΣV .
Using this new perspective, we can show that measures on the spectral presheaf associated
to a matrix algebra behave well with respect to the partial trace. This result has a certain
physical significance. We have already seen that there is a bijective correspondence between
states and probability measures, and we now show that moreover these measures capture
the essential information theoretic property of the partial trace in a natural way. Thus, if we
are given a measure corresponding to a composite state, we can obtain its partial traces in a
direct way by simply considering its restrictions to contexts of a particular form. Intuitively,
we would expect these contexts to be precisely those which only encode information related
to the first subsystem (if we want to trace out the second one) or vice versa, and we will see
that this will indeed be the case.
Note also that this result will be useful for us later on, when discussing the subadditivity
property of our contextual entropy.
Proposition 3.1. Consider a state ρ on the matrix algebra Mnm =Mn ⊗Mm. Let ρ1 =
Tr2(ρ) ∈ Mn and ρ2 = Tr1(ρ) ∈ Mm be the partial traces of ρ. Then if V ∈ V(Mn) and
CIm denotes the trivial subalgebra of Mm we have
µρ|V⊗CIm = µρ1|V
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Conversely, if W ∈ V(Mm) and CIn denotes the trivial subalgebra of Mn we have
µρ|CIn⊗W = µρ2 |W
Proof: To see that this is indeed the case note first that there is a lattice isomorphism
between the domains of definition of µρ|V⊗CIm and µρ1|V which takes P ∈ P(V ) to P ⊗ Im ∈P(V ⊗ CIm). Then using the definition of measures for states on matrix algebras and the
defining property of the partial trace, we have that
µρ|V⊗CIm (P ⊗ Im) = Tr(ρ · P ⊗ Im) = Tr(ρ1 · P ) = µρ1|V (P ), ∀P ∈ P(V ⊗ CIm)
and similarly for the second statement. 
Finally, the fact that µ is a measure implies several properties for µ|
V
which hold for all
contexts V ∈ V(N), and which we shall state below:
(1) µ|
V
(I) = 1 and µ|
V
(0) = 0
(2) µ|
V
(P ∨Q) + µ|
V
(P ∧Q) = µ|
V
(P ) + µ|
V
(Q)
(3) in particular, if P and Q are orthogonal then P ∧ Q = 0 and P ∨ Q = P + Q and
hence
µ|
V
(P +Q) = µ|
V
(P ) + µ|
V
(Q)
(4) if P ≤ Q then µ|
V
(P ) ≤ µ|
V
(Q)
These properties imply that µ|
V
is a finitely additive probability measure on the lattice of
projections of V .
3.2. The entropy of a measure. We saw that in classical probability theory we can define
Shannon entropy as a function on the set of all probability distributions. We will see now
how to associate a distinguished probability distribution to each context of a von Neumann
algebra of bounded operators on finite dimensional Hilbert space, given a state on the system
described by that algebra in the form of a measure on its associated spectral presheaf. Once
this is done, we will be able to associate to each context its corresponding Shannon entropy,
and moreover we will see that this collection of Shannon entropies fits together in a nice
way and gives a global section of a certain real-number presheaf. This is consistent with
the basic idea of the topos approach, that of putting together the information obtained from
each classical perspective on a quantum system. We will see in later sections that by keeping
track of all classical entropies associated to a quantum state we can not only retrieve that
state’s von Neumann entropy, but also reconstruct the state itself.
Definition 3.2. Let H be an Hilbert Space, B(H) the algebra of bounded operators in H
and F ⊆ B(H). The von Neumann commutant of F , usually denoted by F ′, is the subset of
B(H) consisting of all elements that commute with every element of F , that is
F ′ = {T ∈ B(H) | TS = ST, ∀S ∈ F}
The von Neumann double commutant F of is just (F ′)′ and is usually denoted by F ′′.
If we consider a set of orthogonal rank-one projections {P1, . . . , Pn}′′, their double com-
mutant can be shown to be simply CP1 + . . .+ CPn.
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It is known that each context V can be generated via the von Neumann double commu-
tant construction in a unique way from a set of pairwise orthogonal projections which add
up to the identity. If we denote this canonical set of projections by {P1, P2, . . . , Pk} then
(µ|
V
(P1), µ|V (P2), . . . , µ|V (Pk)) is a probability distribution. Hence to each context V we
can assign the Shannon entropy of its associated probability distribution:
Sh(µ|
V
(P1), µ|V (P2), . . . , µ|V (Pk)) = −
k∑
i=1
µ|
V
(Pi) lnµ|V (Pi)
If V ′ ⊇ V then V ′ = {Q11, . . . , Q1l1 , Q21, , . . . Q2l2 , . . . , Qk1, . . . , Qklk}′′, where theQji s are pairwise
orthogonal and
kj∑
i=1
Qji = Pj
The Shannon entropy associated to V ′ is related to the Shannon entropy associated to V
via the recursion formula:
Sh(V ′) = Sh(V ) +
k∑
i=1
µ|
V
(Pi) · Sh
(
µ|
V ′ (Q
i
1)
µ|
V
(Pi)
,
µ|
V ′ (Q
i
2)
µ|
V
(Pi)
, . . . ,
µ|
V ′ (Q
i
li
)
µ|
V
(Pi)
)
Since Shannon entropy is non-negative, it follows that Sh(V ′) ≥ Sh(V ) and this enables
us to give the following definition for the entropy of a measure (and hence of a quantum
state).
Definition 3.3. If µ is a measure on the clopen subobjects of a presheaf Σ then the entropy
E(µ) associated to µ is a global section of the presheaf [0, lnn] which at a context V =
{P1, P2, . . . , Pk}′′ has the value
E(µ)|
V
= Sh(µ|
V
(P1), µ|V (P2), . . . , µ|V (Pk)) = −
k∑
i=1
µ|
V
(Pi) lnµ|V (Pi)
Note that if the V is a k-dimensional context then the value taken by E(µ) at V is less then
or equal to ln k, and hence for an n-dimensional matrix algebra, the maximal value taken by
E(µ) at any context is lnn. Therefore contextual entropy can be seen as a mapping defined
on the set of measures associated to a spectral presheaf:
E :M(Σ) −→ Γ[0, lnn] .
Notice that although there is a bijective correspondence between states of a von Neumann
algebra and measures on the spectral presheaf associated to it, the above definition does not
make any direct reference to the quantum state which the measure corresponds to.
3.3. Properties of the contextual entropy.
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3.3.1. Extracting the von Neumann entropy. Given a density matrix ρ there exists at least
one orthonormal basis of Hilbert space with respect to which ρ is diagonal. Such a basis
corresponds to a set of one-dimensional pairwise orthogonal projections {P1, . . . , Pn}, which
in turn determine a maximal context Vρ via the double commutant construction. It is easy
to check that the eigenvalues {λi}ni=1 of ρ satisfy λi = Tr(ρPi). Hence the value assigned to
the entropy of the measure µρ at any context Vρ obtained through the above procedure, is
just the von Neumann entropy of the state ρ:
E(µρ)Vρ = −
n∑
i=1
µρ|Vρ (Pi) lnµρ|Vρ (Pi)
= −
n∑
i=1
Tr(ρPi) ln Tr(ρPi)
= −
n∑
i=1
λi lnλi = VN(ρ)
One can prove (see for example Wehner and Short [29], Appendix B) that for any other
maximal context V , the associated Shannon entropy is strictly larger than the Shannon
entropy associated with Vρ. This is a consequence of the so-called Schur-Horn Theorem [11]
and the Schur-concavity of Shannon entropy. Thus, the von Neumann entropy of ρ is equal
to the minimal value of the contextual entropy Eρ(V ), when V is varying over the set of
maximal contexts.
Given the contextual entropy map, the problem of finding a context for which this mini-
mum is attained is equivalent to the problem of finding the point at which a real-valued
function on the group of unitaries U(n) attains its minimal value. To see why this is
the case, let V0 := {E1, . . . , En}′′ denote the maximal context determined by projections
which are diagonal with respect to the computational basis. Any other maximal context
V = {P1, . . . , Pn}′′ can be written as U.V0 := {UE1U−1, . . . , UEnU−1}′′ for some unitary U .
Hence if we restrict the contextual entropy map to the set VM of maximal contexts, we can
write Eρ|VM (C) = Eρ|VM (U.C0) and we can view this restriction as a real-valued function on
the group of unitaries. It is then possible to use existing optimization algorithms [30, 31] in
order to find, with high probability of success, the point at which this function attains its
global minimum.
3.3.2. Unitarily equivalent global sections. If we evaluate the contextual entropy of a state ρ
at some context V (not necessarily maximal), this will be equal to the contextual entropy of
any unitarily equivalent state as long as we evaluate it at a context which is obtained from
V through rotation by the same unitary. That is,
E(µρ)V = E(µUρU−1)U·V ·U−1
This observation has a certain physical significance. Within the Schro¨dinger approach to
quantum mechanics, one uses unitary transformations of a state in order to encode time
evolution of that state. On the other hand, one can use Heisenberg approach to encode
time evolution, and then one looks at unitary transformations of the coordinate systems in
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which the states are represented. Of course, the laws of physics should not depend on which
interpretation of quantum mechanics we choose to follow, and this is exactly what the above
equation captures.
3.3.3. Contextual vs. Von Neumann and Shannon entropies. We would like at this point to
compare the properties of Von Neumann and Shannon entropies with those of the contextual
entropy. The main difficulty with this attempt is the fact that the values of the contextual
entropies are not real numbers but global sections of certain real number presheaves, which
may live in different topoi, i.e. they may be defined over different base categories. In some
cases it is possible to work around this difficulty by adapting the definitions of order relations
and algebraic operations on R to suit our more general framework.
1) Positivity
Both von Neumann and Shannon entropies are positive. Shannon entropy is zero for
any probability distribution in which one outcome occurs with 100% certainty and strictly
positive otherwise. Similarly, von Neumann entropy is zero for all pure states, and strictly
positive for the others.
The contextual entropy does assign non-negative values to all contexts, hence the resulting
global section can be thought of as non-negative, but it does not assign the value zero to
all contexts for pure states. However, we can still recognize pure states because, as we have
already seen, it is possible to determine the Von Neumann entropy from the contextual one
by taking the minimum over all values assigned to maximal contexts.
The advantage of using this richer notion of entropy is that not only can we distinguish
pure states from non-pure ones, but by considering all contexts at the same time we encode
sufficient information to reconstruct the pure state itself. Moreover it is possible, with a few
exceptions, to reconstruct any quantum state from our contextual entropy, and we shall see
how this is done later on.
2) Concavity
Shannon entropy is concave: if ~p and ~q are two probability distributions then
Sh(r · ~p+ (1− r) · ~q) ≥ rSh(~p) + (1− r)Sh(~q)
For von Neumann entropy concavity is defined by a similar formula:
VN(rρ+ (1− r)σ) ≥ rVN(ρ) + (1− r)VN(σ)
The contextual entropy satisfies a similar property. If ρ and σ are defined on the same
Hilbert space H then for every context V ∈ B(H), if V is generated by the projections
{P1, . . . , Pk}, we have
E(µrρ+(1−r)σ)V = Sh( Tr[(rρ+ (1− r)σ)P1], . . . ,Tr[(rρ+ (1− r)σ)Pk] )
= Sh( [rTr(ρP1) + (1− r)Tr(σP1)], . . . , rTr(ρPk) + (1− r)Tr(σPk) )
≥ rSh(Tr(ρP1), . . . ,Tr(ρPk)) + (1− r)Sh(Tr(σP1), . . . ,Tr(σPk))
= r · E(µρ)V + (1− r)E(µσ)V
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Hence we are justified to say that contextual entropy is globally concave:
E(µrρ+(1−r)σ) ≥ r · E(µρ) + (1− r)E(µσ), ∀r ∈ [0, 1]
3) Additivity and Subadditivity
Subadditivity a property concerning composite systems. Recall that an entropy is called
subadditive if the entropy of a composite system is smaller than the sum of the entropies
of its parts. Both von Neumann and Shannon entropies are subadditive. We would like to
obtain an inequality of the form
E(µρ) ≤ E(µρ1) + E(µρ2)
where ρ is the density matrix representing a composite state and ρ1 and ρ2 are the partial
traces of ρ. It is not immediately clear how one could define such an inequality, since this
time the terms involved are global sections of presheaves over three different base categories.
Hence in order to talk about subadditivity in a meaningful way, we must first define a suitable
notion of addition between the global sections E(µρ1) and E(µρ2).
In order to see how this might be done, we start by considering some context V of the
first subsystem and some other context W of the second subsystem. If V = {P1, . . . , Pk}′′
and W = {Q1, . . . , Qr}′′, from the definition of the entropy we have
E(µρ1)|V =
k∑
i=1
Tr(ρ1Pi) ln Tr(ρ1Pi),
E(µρ2)|W =
r∑
j=1
Tr(ρ2Qj) ln Tr(ρ2Qj)
We can add these two numbers together, and we can use the fact that Shannon entropy
is additive for independent probability distributions (i.e.
∑k
i=1 pi ln pi +
∑r
j=1 qj ln qj =∑
i,j piqj ln piqj) and the fact that Tr(ρ1Pi)Tr(ρ2Qj) = Tr(ρ1 ⊗ ρ2Pi ⊗Qj) to obtain
E(µρ1)|V + E(µρ2)|W =
∑
i=1,j
Tr(ρ1 ⊗ ρ2Pi ⊗Qj) ln Tr(ρ1 ⊗ ρ2Pi ⊗Qj) = E(µρ1⊗ρ2)|V⊗W
It makes sense then to use the following requirement for the definition of subadditivity:
E(µρ) should be less than or equal to E(µρ1⊗ρ2) at each context V˜ of the composite system.
This definition enables us to say, for instance, that the contextual entropy is additive when
ρ = ρ1 ⊗ ρ2. Note that this is a direct consequence of the additivity property of Shannon
entropy.
Even when ρ is not equal to ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 the subadditivity property holds in split contexts
(i.e. contexts of the form V ⊗ W ) as a consequence of Shannon subadditivity. Consider
V˜ = V ⊗W , with V and W as above. We know that
µρ1(Pi) = µρ(Pi ⊗ I) =
r∑
j=1
µρ(Pi ⊗Qj)
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for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and
µρ2(Qj) = µρ(I ⊗Qj) =
r∑
j=1
µρ(Pi ⊗Qj)
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
Using the subadditivity property of Shannon entropy we obtain
E(µρ)|V⊗W = Sh(P1 ⊗Q1, . . . , P1 ⊗Qr, P2 ⊗Q1, . . . , P2 ⊗Qr, . . . , Pk ⊗Q1, . . . , Pk ⊗Qr)
≤ Sh
(
k∑
i=1
µρ(Pi ⊗Q1),
k∑
i=1
µρ(Pi ⊗Q2), . . . ,
k∑
i=1
µρ(Pi ⊗Qr)
)
+
Sh
(
r∑
j=1
µρ(P1 ⊗Qj),
r∑
j=1
µρ(P2 ⊗Qj), . . . ,
r∑
j=1
µρ(Pk ⊗Qj)
)
= Sh (µρ1(P1), µρ1(P2), . . . , µρ1(Pk)) + Sh(µρ2(Q1), µρ2(Q2), . . . , µρ2(Qr))
= E(µρ1)|V + E(µρ2)|W = E(µρ1⊗ρ2)|V⊗W
Remark 3.4. The fact that the contextual entropy is subadditive in all split contexts can be
used to give a more direct proof of the subadditivity property of von Neumann entropy, which
avoids using Klein’s inequality: if we choose the split context V˜ such that ρ1 is diagonal in
W and ρ2 is diagonal in W we know from Section 3.3.1 that
VN(ρ) ≤ E(µρ)|V⊗W ≤ E(µρ1)|V + E(µρ2)|W = VN(ρ1) + VN(ρ2)
For contexts which are not split (which we usually call entangled contexts), the subad-
ditivity property does not hold in general, and one can construct explicit counterexamples.
This is not surprising, since the converse of the Schur-Horn lemma implies that for any den-
sity matrix ρ, there is some unitary U for which the diagonal of UρU−1 is the maximally
mixed vector ( 1
n
, 1
n
, . . . , 1
n
). Let Dn denote the context generated by the set of projections
{E11, . . . , Enn}, where we have fixed our basis such that Eii is the projection with the ith
diagonal entry equal to one and all other entries equal to zero. Then
E(µρ)|U−1·Dn·U = E(µUρU−1)|Dn = Sh
(
(UρU−1)11, . . . , (UρU−1)nn
)
= lnn
There is however no guarantee that the diagonal of Uρ1⊗ρ2U−1 will also be the maximally
mixed vector.
4) Continuity
It is possible to define a metric on each set of unitarily equivalent contexts. One can
show that the contextual entropy, seen as a real-valued function on such a set of unitarily
equivalent contexts, is continuous with respect to this metric.
Since the projections which generate a given context are unique up to permutations and
multiplication by phase factors, these operations should not influence the distance between
two contexts. If V = {P1, . . . , Pk}′′ and W = {Q1, . . . , Qk}′′ are two k-dimensional contexts,
we say that V is unitarily equivalent to W if there exists a unitary U such that UPiU
−1 =
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Qσ(i) for some permutation σ ∈ Sn. Let UV,W be the collection of all such unitaries. Each
element in UV,W is a representative of an equivalence class of unitaries in U(n)/U(1)n.
We define the distance between two unitarily equivalent contexts as
d(V,W ) = min
U∈UV,W⊆U(n)
U˜∈[U ]∈U(n)/U(1)n
||U˜ − I||
where ||T || = maxi,j |Tij|. This is clearly well defined and satisfies the conditions required
for a metric.
Given a state ρ and a set of unitarily equivalent contexts V , the contextual entropy of the
state ρ can be seen as a function on this set:
Eρ : V → [0,∞)
V 7→ E(µρ)|V
We can check that this function is continuous with respect to the previously defined metric.
Let  be a matrix such that U := I +  is a unitary. For any context V = {P1, . . . , Pk}′′ we
have
Eρ(UV U
−1)− Eρ(V ) =
k∑
i=1
Tr(U−1ρUPi) lnTr(U−1ρUPi)−
k∑
i=1
Tr(ρPi) lnTr(ρPi)
=
k∑
i=1
Tr((I + ∗)ρ(I + )Pi) lnTr((I + ∗)ρ(I + )Pi)−
k∑
i=1
Tr(ρPi) lnTr(ρPi)
=
k∑
i=1
[Tr(ρPi) + Tr(
∗ρPi) + Tr(ρPi) + Tr(∗ρPi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
] ln[Tr(ρPi)+
+ Tr(∗ρPi) + Tr(ρPi) + Tr(∗ρPi)]−
k∑
i=1
Tr(ρPi) lnTr(ρPi)
=
k∑
i=1
[Tr(ρPi) + A][lnTr(ρPi) +
1
Tr(ρPi)
A+O(A2)]−
k∑
i=1
Tr(ρPi) lnTr(ρPi)
=
k∑
i=1
A[lnTr(ρPi) + 1] +O(A2)
=
k∑
i=1
[Tr(∗ρPi) + Tr(ρPi) + Tr(∗ρPi)][lnTr(ρPi) + 1] +O(A2)
≤ C||||Tr(ρPi)[lnTr(ρPi) + 1] +O(||||2)
for some finite constant C. This shows that Eρ is indeed continuous.
3.4. Reconstructing pure states from global sections. A direct implication of Remark
3.3.2 is that unlike von Neumann entropy, which gives the same value for unitarily equivalent
states, our contextual entropy gives different (though in a sense unitarily equivalent) global
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sections of the presheaf [0, lnn]. This enables us not only to distinguish which global
sections come from measures associated to pure states but also to explicitly reconstruct
those pure states. We explain this method in more detail.
Recall that the von Neumann entropy of a state vanishes if and only if that state is a pure
one. Given a global section γ ∈ Γ[0, lnn] if γ is in the image of the contextual entropy
mapping E then it comes from a measure associated to a pure state if and only if there exists
a maximal context V such that γ|
V
= 0. This means that if V is generated by the set of
rank one projections
{P1, . . . , Pn} = {|ψ1〉 〈ψ1| , . . . , |ψn〉 〈ψn|}
our state must equal one of these projections and our only task is to determine which one.
For this, consider unitaries U1, . . . , Un which have the property that UiPiU
−1
i = Pi and
{UiPjU−1i | 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i} 6= {P1, . . . , P̂i, . . . , Pn}
Think of this as taking n rotations in Hilbert space, each of which preserves one axis of the
orthonormal basis {|ψ1〉 , . . . , |ψn〉} and rotates the others, but without permuting them.
If we consider the contexts Vi = {UiP1U−1i , . . . , UiPnU−1i }′′ then ρ will be diagonal only in
one of the orthonormal bases which correspond to these contexts. This means the contextual
entropy will assign the value zero to precisely one of the contexts Vi, and hence our state is
ρ = {UiP1U−1i , . . . , UiPnU−1i } ∩ {P1, . . . , Pn}
3.5. Reconstructing arbitrary quantum states from global sections. Consider a
global section γ ∈ Γ[0, lnn]. We present here an algorithm for reconstructing the state
ρ for which E(µρ) = γ. We assume for now that γ is in the image of the contextual entropy
mapping. If our algorithm will fail to find a solution we will know that our initial assumption
was false. Otherwise we must perform one final check at the end of our algorithm to make
sure that this assumption was correct.
Start by identifying one maximal context V such that γ|
V
≤ γ|
W
for all maximal contexts
W . This amounts to retrieving the von Neumann entropy of the stateρ from the contextual
entropy. If this equals zero we must have a pure state, and we already saw how to reconstruct
those. Otherwise, we know from Section 3.3.1 that ρ must be diagonal in the context V .
If we consider the canonical projections {P1, . . . , Pn} which generate V , the fact that ρ is
diagonal at V implies that it is of the form
ρ = λ1P1 + . . .+ λnPn
where the λi’s are the eigenvalues of ρ. We are now left with the task of determining these
eigenvalues. For this assume that the dimension n of our Hilbert space is greater or equal
to 3. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} let
Wi := {Pi, I − Pi}′′
Then Sh(λi, 1− λi) must equal γ|Wi for all i. If
γ|
Wi
> ln 2
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then the global section γ cannot be in the image of the contextual entropy mapping, and our
algorithm stops. Otherwise, the transcendental equation Sh(x1, x2) = k has two solutions
which are symmetric around 1
2
as indicated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Shannon entropy for a probability distribution with two variables
Let pi and 1− pi be the solutions of Sh(x1, x2) = γ|Wi and assume without loss of generality
that pi ≤ 12 . For each i we have at most two choices for the value of the ith eigenvalue of ρ:
we can either set λi = pi or λi = 1− pi. Since
λ1 + . . .+ λn = 1
there can be at most one j such that pj <
1
2
and λj = 1 − pj, while for all i 6= j we must
have λi = pi. Let
S =
n∑
i=1
pi
Clearly
∑n
i=1 λi ≥ S. We are now faced with three possible scenarios:
(1) If S > 1 we obtain a contradiction, hence γ can not be in the image of the contextual
entropy mapping.
(2) If S = 1 then the assignment λi = pi gives one possible solution for the set of
eigenvalues of our state ρ. This solution is clearly unique: any other choice of values
will make the total sum of the eigenvalues of ρ greater than 1.
(3) If S < 1 then we must determine the j for which pj <
1
2
and λj = 1− pj. If such a j
exists then
1 =
n∑
i=1
λi = S − pj + (1− pj)
hence pj should equal
S
2
. Now
• if the value S
2
does not appear amongst {p1, . . . , pn} then we have no solution
• if S
2
appears once, we have a unique solution
• if it appears more than once, let {j1, . . . , jm} be the set of indices for which
pjk =
S
2
. If we set λjk = 1− pjk and take another l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, l 6= k. Then
n∑
i=1
λi ≥ λjk + λjl = 1− pjk + pjk = 1
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In order to have equality we must have m = 2 and pi = 0 for all i /∈ {j1, j2}.
Unless this happens we cannot find a solution. On the other hand, for m = 2
we have two possible solutions. These correspond to the two states
ρ1 = pj1Pj1 + (1− pj1)Pj2
and
ρ2 = (1− pj1)Pj1 + pj1Pj2
In order to distinguish these two states we need to run our algorithm again but
with a slight modification: instead of considering two-dimensional subalgebras
of V , we take a unitary U which rotates all the canonical projections generating
V , except Pj1 , which it leaves unchanged, and we consider the two dimensional
subalgebras of U · V · U−1 of the form
W˜i = {UPiU−1, I − UPiU−1}′′
We solve the equations Sh(xi, 1 − xi) = γ|
W˜i
and choose as before n numbers
from these solutions, such that they add up to one. These numbers represent the
diagonal entries of the matrix U−1ρU . We will not encounter any problems when
retrieving these entries (unless of course, our initial assumption about γ being
in the image of the contextual entropy mapping was false) because unlike the
eigenvalues of ρ, these diagonal entries must contain more than three non-zero
elements. Moreover, the jth1 entry on the diagonal of U
−1ρU will be the same as
the jth1 eigenvalue of ρ, and this tells us whether ρ equals ρ1or ρ2.
We have now reached the end of our algorithm. If it has failed to retrieve a solution,
we conclude that we have considered a global section γ which was not in the image of the
contextual entropy mapping. Otherwise, our reconstructed state is
ρ = λ1P1 + . . .+ λnPn
In order to obtain ρ we have taken into account only a finite number of contexts, and it
might happen that when all contexts are taken into account E(µρ) 6= γ. In this case we also
conclude that γ was not in the image of the contextual entropy mapping, and discard the
state ρ.
3.6. Two-dimensional Hilbert spaces. For two dimensional Hilbert spaces the contex-
tual entropy is a two-to-one mapping. We will justify this statement below.
First, it is easy to check that for any one dimensional projection P the states ρ1 =
λP + (1− λ)(I − P ) and ρ2 = (1− λ)P + λ(I − P ) are mapped to the same global section
of [0, ln 2]: note that ρ1 = I − ρ2. Hence for every context W = {Q, I −Q}′′
E(µρ1)|W = Sh(Trρ1Q, 1− Trρ1Q)
while
E(µI−ρ1)|W = Sh( Tr(I − ρ1)Q, 1− Tr(I − ρ1)Q)
= Sh( Tr(I − ρ1)(I −Q), 1− Tr(I − ρ1)(I −Q))
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And since every one dimensional projection Q has trace equal to unity,
Tr(I − ρ1)(I −Q) = TrI − ρ1 −Q+ ρ1Q = Trρ1Q
and so also E(µρ1)|W = E(µI−ρ1)|W .
On the other hand, given a global section of [0, ln 2], the poset V(M2) consists only of
two-dimensional subalgebras. We can identify a context V = {P, 1 − P}′′ for which γ|
V
is
minimal, and solve the equation Sh(x, 1 − x) = γ|
V
to find the eigenvalues of ρ. Since we
have no further information available, we cannot say which eigenvalue corresponds to which
of the two projections generating V .
Note however that we are not far from reconstructing ρ: we would need to encode only
one extra bit of information in order to fully reconstruct a two-dimensional quantum state.
3.7. A note on Gleason’s Theorem. Our result can be related to Gleason’s theorem,
since every finitely additive probability measures µ also determines a probability distribution
(µ(P1), . . . , µ(Pk)) for each context V = {P1, . . . , Pk}′′. Hence given µ, we can define a map
Eµ on the set of contexts by assigning to each context V the Shannon entropy of its associated
probability distribution. Using our reconstruction algorithm, we can get back the quantum
state ρ from Eµ. Note however, that in order to do this we had to assume that we started
from a probability measure µ on projections. Having an axiomatic characterisation of those
real-valued maps on contexts which are contextual entropy maps (and hence come from
quantum states) would allow us to reconstruct quantum states directly.
4. Other entropies
We have seen how Shannon entropy can be encoded in the topos approach, and how one
can afterwards retrieve its quantum analogue, the von Neumann entropy. It is natural to
ask at this point whether a similar encoding can be found for other classical entropies, and
whether such an encoding would still enable us to retrieve their quantum analogues. We
will look here at Renyi entropies, and show that it is possible to obtain their topos theoretic
equivalent.
Renyi entropies form a one parameter family of Schur concave, additive entropies defined
by
Rq(p1, . . . , pn) =
1
1− q ln
[
n∑
i=1
pqi
]
, ∀q ≥ 0
Special cases of the Renyi entropies include q = 0, which is the logarithm of the number of
non-zero components of the distribution and is known as the Hartley entropy. When q → 1,
we have the Shannon entropy, and when q → ∞ the Chebyshev entropy R∞ = − ln pmax, a
function of the largest component pmax.
For any given probability vector −→p the Renyi entropy is a continuous, non-increasing
function of its parameter:
Rt(
−→p ) ≤ Rq(−→q ), ∀t > q
To illustrate this, we have plotted in Figure 2 several Renyi entropies as functions of a prob-
ability distribution with two variables. Note that since Renyi entropies are Schur concave,
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their maximum value is attained for the totally mixed probability distribution, in which case
Rq(1/n, . . . , 1/n) = lnn.
Figure 2. Rq(x, 1− x) for q = 0, 0.5, 3, q → 1 and q →∞
At each parameter q, the quantum Renyi entropy can be defined on the set of density
matrices as the classical Renyi entropy of the corresponding spectra:
Rq(ρ) =
1
1− q ln Tr(ρ
q) =
1
1− q ln
[
n∑
i=1
λqi
]
= R(λ1, . . . , λn)
Quantum Renyi entropy assigns the value 0 to pure states exclusively, and lnn to the max-
imally mixed state ρ∗ = 1/nI.
We would like to define a contextual Renyi entropy using the same approach as in the case
of the Shannon entropy. This suggests we should define contextual Renyi entropy locally as
Rq(µ)V = Rq(µ|V (P1), . . . , µ|V (Pn), ∀V = {P1, . . . , Pn}′′
Of course, we would like these local components to fit together nicely as before, and to form
a global section of some real number presheaf. For Shannon entropy, the fact that a global
section could be formed was a consequence of the recursion property. Renyi entropies are
in general not recursive, but they do satisfy a property which we shall call weak recursivity,
and we shall see that this is enough for our purposes.
Definition 4.1. Let S be some function defined on the set of all probability distributions. If
we coarse grain a probability distribution (x1, . . . , xn) by not distinguishing between all the
outcomes, we obtain a new probability distribution with components
p1 =
k1∑
i=1
xi, . . . , pr =
kr∑
i=kr−1+1
xi
for some 0 < k1 < k2 < . . . < kr = n. We say that S is weakly recursive if
S(x1, . . . , xn) ≥ S(p1, . . . , pr)
One can easily check that Renyi entropies indeed satisfy this property, and hence for any
two contexts V ′ ⊇ V
Rq(µ)V ′ ≥ Rq(µ)V , ∀µ ∈M(Σ)
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This means it is possible to define contextual Renyi entropy as a mapping
Rq :M(Σ) −→ Γ[0, lnn]
Since Renyi entropies are Schur concave, their quantum counterparts can be retrieved
from the contextual Renyi entropies by finding the minimum over the set of values assigned
to all maximal contexts. This is justified by the Schur-Horn lemma and similar arguments
to those that were already used in Section 3.3.1.
We will now briefly discuss some of the properties of Renyi entropies and their contextual
analogues.
Concavity
We saw in Section 3.3.3 that the global concavity of the contextual entropy was expressed
as the concavity of each of its local components, and hence it was a direct consequence of
the concavity property of Shannon entropy. Renyi entropies however are only concave for
0 < q ≤ 1. In fact, it is known that concavity is lost for q > q∗ > 1, where q∗ depends on
the dimension of the probability distribution. Concavity of the contextual Renyi entropies
is then going to hold under the same conditions.
Additivity and Subadditivity
Renyi entropies are additive, so we can use the same justification as in Section 3.3.3 to
defin/e subadditivity for contextual Renyi entropies as the following condition:
Rq(µρ)V ≤ Rq(µρ1⊗ρ2)V , ∀V ∈ V(B(H))
This allows us to say that contextual Renyi entropies are also additive. On the other hand,
since neither classical nor quantum Renyi entropies are subadditive (except for q = 0 and
q = 1), contextual Renyi entropy also doesn’t have this property.
State reconstruction
Finally, recall that the reconstruction algorithms described in Sections 3.4-3.6 relied on
Gleason’s theorem, the Schur-Horn lemma, and two extra ingredients: one was the fact that
von Neumann entropy vanished only for pure states, and the second was the fact that for
probability distributions with two variables one could find precisely two sollutions (symmetric
around 1/2) for which Shannon entropy would take any given value within its image. Both
of these ingredients are present when we consider Renyi entropy, for positive parameter q0,
as Figure 2 clearly indicates. This means that the reconstruction algorithms can also be
applied to contextual Renyi entropies, with the exception of R0.
5. Summary and outlook
Given a quantum state ρ on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H and a measurement con-
text V = {P1, . . . , Pn}′′, we can extract the probability distribution (Tr(ρP1), . . . , T r(ρPn))
by repeated preparations and measurements. In contrast to the quantum state itself, mea-
surement contexts have direct operational meaning. The contextual entropy Eρ : V →
[0, lnn], assigns to each probability distribution its Shannon entropy and hence encodes data
that can be extracted operationally from the quantum state ρ.
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The fact that the state ρ can be reconstructed from its contextual entropy Eρ if dimH ≥ 3
provides a new, information-theoretic characterisation of quantum states that takes contex-
tuality into account explicitly. This characterisation can be generalized to other entropies
with classical and quantum counterparts, such as Re´nyi entropies.
We presented a number of properties of the contextual entropy Eρ and discussed how the
reconstruction of a quantum state from its contextual entropy relates to Gleason’s theorem.
As matters stand, the properties we have presented do not characterise contextual entropy
fully: there are functions F : V → [0, lnn] that have all the properties discussed in the
main text, but which are not the contextual entropy of any quantum state. An axiomatic
characterisation of those functions which are contextual entropy maps promisses to be a
non-trivial open question, as it would turn our reconstruction algorithm into an alternative
proof of Gleason’s theorem.
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